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Time Interval Ray Tracing for Motion Blur
Konstantin Shkurko, Cem Yuksel, Daniel Kopta, Ian Mallett, and Erik Brunvand, Member, IEEE
Abstract—We introduce a new motion blur computation method for ray tracing that provides an analytical approximation of motion
blurred visibility per ray. Rather than relying on timestamped rays and Monte Carlo sampling to resolve the motion blur, we associate a
time interval with rays and directly evaluate when and where each ray intersects with animated object faces. Based on our
simplifications, the volume swept by each animated face is represented using a triangulation of the surface of this volume. Thus, we
can resolve motion blur through ray intersections with stationary triangles, and we can use any standard ray tracing acceleration
structure without modifications to account for the time dimension. Rays are intersected with these triangles to analytically determine
the time interval and positions of the intersections with the moving objects. Furthermore, we explain an adaptive strategy to efficiently
shade the intersection intervals. As a result, we can produce noise-free motion blur for both primary and secondary rays. We also
provide a general framework for emulating various camera shutter mechanisms and an artistic modification that amplifies the visibility
of moving objects for emphasizing the motion in videos or static images.
Index Terms—motion blur, ray tracing, sampling
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I NTRODUCTION

M

OTION blur plays a vital role in realistic simulation
of the camera image capturing process as well as in
production of smooth and natural appearance of motion.
Furthermore, it is a powerful artistic tool for expressing
motion in both videos and static images.
In the context of ray tracing for high-quality rendering,
motion blur has been typically handled using Monte Carlo
sampling by attaching a random timestamp to each ray sample [1]. This approach adds an extra dimension to the sampling process and often reduces the effectiveness of adaptive sampling techniques commonly used for anti-aliasing.
Furthermore each ray must intersect the scene geometry at
its timestamp, which requires on-the-fly reconstruction of
the scene geometry on a per-ray basis. This is cumbersome,
particularly for deforming objects, and requires specialized
acceleration structures, which are often inefficient at handling large motion with deformations. Moreover, like any
Monte Carlo integration, increasing the number of samples
reduces the noise, but never completely eliminates it.
In this paper, we propose time interval ray tracing, providing an analytical approximation for computing motionblurred visibility. Our approach is based on a simplification of the concept of intersecting rays with the volumes
swept by moving triangles [2]. We invoke four simplifying
assumptions that allow us to efficiently evaluate the spatiotemporal intersections of a given ray with a time interval
(as opposed to a single timestamp) using traditional ray
intersection tests with stationary triangles. Hence, we can use
any ray tracing acceleration structure without modification
to handle dynamic geometry. As a result, we can produce
noise-free motion blur for both primary and secondary rays
(including those for shadows, reflections, and global illumination) using only a single ray sample. The technical
contributions in this paper are:
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•
•

Simplifications that permit efficient intersections of
a ray with moving geometry using only stationary
triangles,
An adaptive subdivision strategy to efficiently shade
the intersection intervals of rays,
A general framework to emulate various camera
shutter mechanisms, and
An artistic modification to amplify the visibility of
motion-blurred objects.

Our results show that we can produce noise-free motion blur
(Figure 1) very effectively and that our approach outperforms time-sampling strategies, especially in scenes with
considerable motion.

2

BACKGROUND

In a camera, a sensor (film or electronic) integrates incident light over both space and time. A shutter controls the
amount of light that reaches the sensor by modulating how
long the sensor is exposed to light (exposure). Mechanical
shutters, which are present in all analog and some highend digital cameras, block light with a moving panel or
with moving blades. Electrical “shutters” vary the time over
which the sensor accumulates charge: a global shutter reads
out the entire image at the same time while a rolling shutter
reads scanlines sequentially. Relative motion between the
camera and an object produces the photographic effect
called motion blur as a result of the object being visible
to different areas of the sensor over time. Since a shutter
modulates the sensor’s exposure to light, its construction,
type of motion, and speed affect the appearance of motion
blur.
Methods simulating motion blur in computer graphics
typically model continuous motion and deformation of
objects by a series of snapshots in time, referred to as
keyframes. Each keyframe stores all information necessary
to reconstruct the object at its timestamp. Methods can be
classified broadly into image-space and object-space techniques, which we summarize briefly. For a more complete
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Fig. 1. A deforming slinky falling down a staircase generates complex interaction between blurred visibility and shadows. Our time interval ray
tracing method produces noise-free motion blur in time similar to stratified sampling.

treatment we refer the reader to a report on the state-of-theart by Navarro et al. [3].
Image-space techniques post-process rendered images
with motion information, most commonly using per-pixel
motion vectors [5], [6], [7], [8]. These algorithms are efficient
to compute (especially on GPUs), and find wide use in realtime applications. Unfortunately, because they operate on
rendered images, they are both inaccurate and unable to
produce motion blur for secondary effects such as shadows
and reflections.
Alternatively, object-space methods use object motion
directly for more accurate simulation of motion blur, but
at a greater expense due to maintaining and sampling the
dynamic scene varying over time. Objects undergoing rigid
motion can be handled simply by applying a transformation computed analytically at a particular time instant.
Deformations, on the other hand, are represented by either
time-dependent paths or transformations per face. Accelerating queries for mesh faces requires modifying existing
acceleration structures to handle a notion of time. Objectspace methods can be classified based on the underlying
rendering algorithms they use: rasterization or distribution
ray tracing.
Rasterization-based methods determine visibility by rasterizing the volume swept by a moving triangle [2]. These
methods generally separate shading from visibility; therefore, they typically cannot account for illumination changes
or secondary effects such as shadows, reflections, and refractions. Current stochastic techniques first rasterize bounding
volumes of moving triangles and then evaluate whether
they intersect pixel samples via ray tracing [9] or form timedependent edge equations per-triangle [10], [11], [12] that
can be extended to handle curved motion [13]. Storing all
spatio-temporal intersections for each pixel is an important problem with rasterization and a simple compression
technique has been proposed that combines neighboring
intersection intervals [11]. Image-space line samples [14]
can be used to compute spatio-temporal anti-aliasing and
even approximate motion-blurred ambient occlusion [15]. A
recent GPU algorithm uses micropolygons with an analyti-

cal visibility computation for offline rendering with motion
blur [16]. Researchers have proposed augmenting graphics
hardware for higher-dimensional rasterization that could
seamlessly handle motion and defocus blur for primary
rays [17].
Distribution ray tracing randomly selects a timestamp
for each primary ray [1]. This can require a large number of
samples to generate low-noise images. Furthermore, it needs
on-the-fly reconstruction of the scene’s entire geometry for
each timestamped ray. Glassner [18] proposed modifying
existing acceleration structures to account for time dependencies of geometry and nodes. Modifications have been
applied to grids [19], k-d trees [20], [21], and bounding
volume hierarchies [22], [23], [24], [25], [26].
Motion blur computation can be improved by various
non-uniform sampling and reconstruction strategies. Samples can be distributed over multiple dimensions by using
a k-d tree to reduce error estimates and then fed into an
anisotropic reconstruction filter [27]. Other methods apply
anisotropic reconstruction filters to high-dimensional lightfield samples [28], [29], [30], [31]. Reconstructing images
from a wavelet basis can be incorporated to reduce variance
[32]. Fourier domain analysis allows sampling both image
and time domains adaptively before applying shear filters
to reconstruct the motion-blurred image [33]. Covariance
matrices storing 5D frequency information can guide this
process [34]. Furthermore, it is possible to reconstruct the
motion-blurred image using compressed sensing analysis
on a sparse set of image samples [35]. Recently, Sun et al. [36]
proposed a blue-noise sampling strategy that extends linesegment sampling [14] to incorporate motion blur.
Researchers have also proposed non-photorealistic rendering techniques for motion blur. Schmid et al. [37] built
on prior ideas [2], [38] to generate motion traces. Jones and
Keyser [39] proposed a method that generates additional
geometry to visualize the motion silhouette.
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Fig. 2. A face of a moving object (a) forming a prism, and (b) triangulated
sides traced by edges forming the prism surface.

3

S IMPLIFYING A SSUMPTIONS

Our time interval ray tracing approach for computing motion blur is based on intersecting rays with the volume
swept by a dynamic triangular face (Figure 2a). We refer
to this volume as a prism. In general, this intersection can
be arbitrarily complex depending on the complexity of the
motion, but virtually all motion blur computation methods
rely on some basic assumptions. The traditional assumptions that are commonly used are the following:
Assumption 1: Ray origins and directions remain constant
in time and space. This assumption is satisfied by primary
rays in camera space and secondary rays generated on
objects static in camera space. Secondary rays generated on
dynamic objects, however, do not satisfy this assumption;
hence, we treat them differently.
Assumption 2: Each dynamic vertex has a linear motion
between keyframes. This is a common assumption employed
in almost all motion blur computation methods. Additional
keyframes can be introduced to reduce the discretization
error associated with faces that undergo rotation or nonlinear deformation.
To formulate an our motion blur solution, we introduce
two new assumptions that sufficiently simplify the problem:
Assumption 3: The intersection (hit) point of a ray with
a dynamic triangular face moves linearly over the face surface.
Similar to Assumption 2, this assumption is satisfied for
linear motion involving translation and scale. Rotations and
arbitrary deformations, however, can produce a non-linear
intersection movement over the face. However, introducing
additional keyframes reduces the discretization error. This
assumption allows us to significantly simplify the intersection computation. If the movement of the intersection point
is linear, we only need to compute the intersection of a ray
with the surface of the prism, instead of computing the
coordinates of the intersection through the prism volume.
The entry point indicates where and when the ray begins
intersecting with the face, and the exit point indicates where
and when the intersection ends. Based on this assumption,
all intersection points in-between these two points can be
calculated using linear interpolation. Since the interpolation is done per-face, the interpolated intersection path
approaches the ideal path as the resolution of the dynamic
object increases.
Assumption 4 (Optional): The bilinear patch generated
by dynamic edges between two keyframes can be approximated
using two triangles. This is analogous to the triangulation of
surfaces for rendering and it allows us to approximate the
prism surfaces using only stationary triangles (Figure 2b).
Similar to Assumptions 2 and 3, this one is perfectly satisfied
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Fig. 3. An example space-time hit record shown as a depth-time graph.
The hit interval A-J corresponds to a static face, which is occluded by the
three dynamic faces with hit intervals C-D, D-F, and E-H. The hit interval
E-H is partially occluded by D-F. The points C, D, E, F, and H correspond
to ray intersection points with three prism surfaces.

for motion involving translation and scale. Using higher resolution triangulations (with more keyframes) increases the
accuracy of the ray intersection with the prism sides. Note
that this assumption can be eliminated by simply storing the
prism sides as bilinear patches and computing intersections
without triangulation [40]. Therefore, this assumption is
optional, but it greatly simplifies the implementation of our
method by handling all intersections as triangles without
introducing a noticeable difference in practice.

4

T IME I NTERVAL R AY T RACING

Our approach associates each camera ray with a time interval [t0 , t1 ], where t0 is the time the shutter opens and t1 is
the time it closes. Hit tests with static faces are handled in
the traditional way. To find the intersection with a dynamic
face, rays intersect the surface triangles making up the
face’s prism. The hit points with a prism indicate where
and when the ray begins and ends intersecting with the
corresponding dynamic face. Note that the hit interval with
a dynamic face does not necessarily cover a ray’s entire time
interval. Hence, a ray can intersect with multiple dynamic
faces within its time interval. These intersections are stored
in a space-time hit record and then shaded to compute the
accumulated color of the ray within its interval.
The space-time hit record keeps a list of hit intervals for
static and dynamic faces that intersect the ray. Figure 3
shows the depth-time graph of an example space-time hit
record, where depth represents the distance of the hit point
to the ray origin (similar to [11]). Each hit interval spans
the time between when the ray begins and when it ends
intersecting the corresponding face. There can be at most a
single static face in the hit record that spans the entire time
interval of the ray, but this static hit interval can be occluded
by any number of dynamic hit intervals corresponding to
dynamic faces. The end points of the dynamic hit intervals
are determined by the ray intersections with the prism surfaces. All hit data between these end points are interpolated
linearly based on Assumption 3. If all faces are opaque, the
hit record keeps a disjoint set of hit intervals, such that no
intervals overlap in time. At any time within a ray’s spacetime hit record, the individual hit interval closest to the
ray origin occludes the others. If there are semi-transparent
faces, however, hit intervals may overlap.
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4.1

Shading Hit Intervals

To compute the accumulated radiance of a ray within its
time interval, we must integrate the space-time hit record
over time by shading each hit interval. Prior methods using
distribution ray tracing blindly compute this integral using
Monte Carlo sampling by tracing multiple rays, each of
which would find a single random hit point within the
space-time hit record. In our case, however, the space-time
hit record is already populated with all intersections of the
ray within the entire time interval before we begin shading.
Therefore, we can leverage this information to strategically
pick the points that will be shaded to minimize the number
of shading operations necessary to approximate this integral.
For static hit intervals a single shading call is sufficient.
Secondary rays generated while shading a static hit interval
(such as shadow, reflection, or global illumination rays) are
assigned the time interval of the static hit interval. This way,
we can easily compute motion-blurred secondary effects on
static objects.
On the other hand, a dynamic hit interval cannot be
shaded with a single shading call, as the hit information
(including the hit point, texture coordinates, and surface
normal) can change within the interval. Moreover, we cannot assign time intervals for the secondary rays generated
on dynamic objects, because the hit location can change
over time, which violates Assumption 1. Therefore, we must
shade the hit interval by shading instantaneous points in
time.
Shading a hit interval essentially integrates over a 1D
path on a face where the ray intersects it. We employ an
adaptive shading strategy to minimize the number of shading operations, while dedicating enough shading operations
to approximate this integral. We begin by shading both end
points of the hit interval. Let tA and tB be the two end point
times of a hit interval A-B and F (q, t) be the shading function that returns a radiance value L, where q is the hit information used during shading (such as the surface normal and
texture coordinates). After we compute LA = F (qA , tA )
and LB = F (qB , tB ), we decide whether to subdivide the
interval based on ∆L = LB − LA and ∆q = qB − qA . If
∆L and ∆q are below user-defined error tolerances, we
approximate the value of the integral as ∆t(LA + LB )/2,
where ∆t = tB − tA , which corresponds to linearly changing radiance L from A to B . Otherwise, we split the hit
interval into two halves at time tC = (tA + tB )/2. In this
case, we rely on Assumption 3 to compute qC at tC using
linear interpolation of qA and qB . To limit the level of
subdivision, we stop splitting intervals when ∆t is below a
user-defined threshold ∆tmin . To achieve a minimum level
of subdivision, we split intervals with ∆t above a userdefined threshold ∆tmax . For all test results presented in
this paper, we used only a radiance difference threshold
∆Lmin ; we did not take the variation in shading parameters
∆q into account for subdivision decisions.
In general, the intersection point of a ray with a dynamic
object moves over that object’s surface with respect to time.
Therefore, when the intersection point leaves a face of the
object, it typically moves onto a neighboring face. As a
result, two neighboring hit intervals often have a common
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end point (such as the point D in Figure 3). To avoid shading
the same point on the object surface multiple times, we
can cache the values of L at the end points shared by
neighboring intervals. To reduce the number of shading
operations further, we can combine multiple connected hit
intervals and begin our adaptive subdivision by shading the
two end points of the joint set of hit intervals (such as points
C and F in Figure 3).
4.2

Shutter Simulation

A mechanical camera shutter takes some time to open and
close. To account for this when computing the accumulated
radiance of a ray, we use a shutter response function S that
indicates the percentage of incident radiance allowed to pass
through the shutter at any given time. Hence, the radiance
that reaches the sensor can be computed as

L(x, t0 , t1 ) =

Zt1

S(x, t)Li (x, t) dt ,

(1)

t0

where Li (x, t) is the incoming radiance that arrives at time t
through point x on the image plane. Note that S can also be
used to emulate time-varying exposure and time-dependent
film/sensor response to light.
When shading hit intervals for static objects, we can
move the shutter function into the shading equation. Since
the hit point information for a static hit interval remains
constant, we can apply the shutter function to the incoming
illumination during shading. Thus, the rendering equation
can be written as
Z
Lo (ωo , t0 , t1 ) = Lis (ωi , t0 , t1 )fs (ωi , ωo ) (ωi · n) dωi (2)
Ω

with

Lis (ωi , t0 , t1 ) =

Zt1

S(x, t)Li (ωi , t) dt ,

(3)

t0

where Lo is the reflected radiance, Lis is the incoming radiance factoring the shutter function S , Ω is the hemisphere,
fs is the surface BRDF with incoming ωi and outgoing ωo
directions, and n is the surface normal. This formulation
assumes that for static faces the BRDF is static as well. Note
that Li in Equation 3 might be coming from yet another
static hit interval. In that case, we can compute Lis similarly
as in Equation 2 by applying S to the incoming light.
This leads to a very simple rule: the shutter function
is applied while computing the incoming radiance of any
time interval. When shading a particular timestamp (used
for shading dynamic hit intervals), we do not consider the
shutter function. Instead, we apply the shutter function to
each dynamic interval outside of the shading call using
Equation 1.
4.3

Amplified Motion Blur

As an object moves faster, motion blur stretches and the
object becomes less visible. Sometimes, it is desirable to
exaggerate the visibility of an object’s motion for artistic
purposes, such as creating motion trails. In our system, we
can amplify the motion blur by selectively boosting visibility
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of dynamic intervals. A ray’s accumulated radiance can
be written as a weighted sum over the radiances of the
dynamic and static intervals Ldyn and Lstat , using
L(x, t0 , t1 ) = αdyn Ldyn (x, t0 , t1 ) + αstat Lstat (x, t0 , t1 ) ,

(4)

where αdyn and αstat are the fractions of the shutter interval
occluded by dynamic and static intervals, respectively. We
amplify the visibility of the dynamic objects using a userdefined parameter γ ∈ (0, ∞), defining instead a modified
′
visibility as αdyn
= (αdyn )1/γ . This formulation ensures that
′
αdyn ∈ [0, 1] for αdyn ∈ [0, 1] regardless of the chosen γ
value. Since this increases the total visibility of the ray, we
must scale the visibility of the static objects accordingly,
′
′
using αstat
= (1 − αdyn
)/(1 − αdyn ). Note that γ = 1 disables amplification, γ > 1 amplifies visibility, and values
γ ∈ (0, 1) weaken visibility. Note that such adjustments
are also automatically applied to secondary effects (such
as shadows, reflections, occlusion, and global illumination)
caused by dynamic objects.

5

I MPLEMENTATION D ETAILS

The rendering algorithm is very similar to traditional ray
tracing. Rays with timestamps traverse a BVH to find the
closest hit before shading it. Interval rays traverse a BVH
with prism triangles (Figure 2). During traversal, each ray
builds a space-time hit record (Figure 3). Then, each hit
interval is shaded using adaptive subdivision. Hit intervals
of static objects generate secondary rays with intervals. Hit
intervals of dynamic objects are shaded at specific time
points, producing secondary rays with timestamps.
While the underlying theory of our motion blur approximation is conceptually simple, an efficient implementation
requires a number of non-trivial modifications to a raytracing-based renderer. In this section, we explain the details
of these modifications.
The input to our rendering system is a collection of
triangular meshes that include the positions of all dynamic
vertices for all keyframes. In a typical renderer, the mesh
data includes a list of faces, each with three vertex indices.
Our method also generates a list of edges, each with two
vertex indices and up to two face indices. Note that the
prism of a face has eight triangles (Figure 2b): two of them
correspond to the face at times t0 and t1 (face triangles), and
a pair of triangles per edge form the sides of the prism (edge
triangles). The edge list allows neighboring faces to share
edge triangles so they are not duplicated and the prism
triangulations are consistent across neighboring faces. All
of these triangles are placed into an ordinary acceleration
structure for ray tracing.
The acceleration data structure merely keeps a list of
triangle indices. We use one bit of the triangle index to
indicate whether it is a face or an edge triangle. If the hit
triangle is a face triangle, the second bit determines whether
it is the face at the beginning or end of the keyframe. If the
hit triangle is an edge triangle, the second bit determines
which one of the two triangles that approximate the bilinear
patch is hit. The remaining bits keep the corresponding
face or edge index. Thus, given a triangle index, we can
determine the vertex positions of the triangle using either
the face or the edge list. Note that the vertex positions of

all these triangles can be gathered directly from the input
mesh data using these triangle indices. There is no need to
explicitly store the vertex indices of each triangle.
During ray traversal, we keep a list of hit points as a ray
intersects triangles. Each intersection with a face triangle is
recorded as a single hit point associated with the face index.
When the ray intersects an edge triangle, however, we must
treat it differently. If the edge is in-between two faces (i.e. the
edge structure stores two face indices), it means that the ray
exits one prism and enters another. Therefore, we record up
to two hit points: one for each of the two faces sharing the
corresponding edge. We group the hit points using their face
indices. For each pair of hit points with the same face index,
we generate a hit interval and place it in the space-time hit
record. Note that a ray can intersect with the same prism
at multiple different intervals. Therefore, if there are more
than two hit points associated with the same face, they are
grouped in pairs ordered by the closest hit times, so that we
can produce the correct set of intervals. Note that grouping
by ray depth instead can result in incorrect reconstruction
of the intervals in some cases.
When a ray hits a face triangle, the hit point can be found
using the barycentric coordinates of the intersection, and
the hit time of the intersection is merely the time of the
face (either t0 or t1 ). On the other hand, when a ray hits
an edge triangle, we cannot simply rely on the barycentric
coordinates. This is because the barycentric coordinates on
a single triangle may not be enough to approximate the
bilinear coordinates of the hit point on the corresponding
bilinear patch for the moving edge. Instead, we compute
the hit point and time using all four vertices that define the
bilinear patch. Let i and j be the two vertex indices of the
j
edge with vertex positions v0i and v0 at time t0 , and v1i and
v1j at time t1 . The hit position p on the bilinear patch defined
by these vertices can be written using the bilinear mapping
as


i
j
i
j
p = (1 − u) (1 − v) v0 + v v0 + u (1 − v)v1 + v v1

, (5)

where u and v are the bilinear coordinates, which
correspond to time and position along a moving
edge, respectively. Solving for u and v reveals the
barycentric coordinates of the hit point on the dynamic face λhit = [v, 1 − v, 0]T and the time of the hit
thit = t0 + (t1 − t0 )u. Equation 5 defines three equations
for two unknowns, so a closed-form solution can be found
by using two of the three dimensions. However, depending
on the motion and the chosen two dimensions, the solution
can be numerically unstable. Pathological cases exist when
the edge direction or the motion is perpendicular to both
dimensions. Furthermore, since we are approximating the
bilinear patch using two triangles, the intersection point
on the edge triangle may not reside exactly on the bilinear
patch. As a solution, in our implementation we approximate
u and v using mean value coordinates [41] w0i , w0j , w1i , and
w1j that correspond to v0i , v0j , v1i , and v1j respectively, such
that

u
v

≈
≈

(w1i + w1j )/(w0i + w0j + w1i + w1j ) , and
(w0j + w1j )/(w0i + w0j + w1i + w1j ) .

(6)
(7)

To bound the error in approximating bilinear patches
as two triangles, one must consider both possible trian-
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gulations of the bilinear patch. No matter the shape, the
bilinear patch is contained within the volume defined by
these triangulations. The maximal error between either triangulation and the bilinear patch occurs at time (t0 + t1 )/2
and evaluates to

emax = v0j − v0i + v1j − v1i /2 .

(8)

When we insert a hit interval into the space-time hit
record, we rely on depth values for occlusion culling. An
inserted interval may overlap temporally with an existing
interval. When the entire time interval of the ray is covered
by a set of intervals in the space-time hit record, we use the
maximum depth value in the hit record for early termination
during ray traversal.
Our prism structure can also be used to trace rays with
timestamps. In that case, it is possible that the ray origin can
be inside one or more prisms, resulting in an odd number of
hit points. By sending another ray in the opposite direction
to find the other hit point, we can generate an interval
for those prisms. Finally, we check if this interval overlaps
with the ray’s timestamp. Note that when tracing rays with
timestamps, the space-time hit record keeps only a single hit
point.
Finally, when using complex shutter functions that do
not depend on the position of the sample on the image
plane x, we can build lookup tables to efficiently integrate
dynamic hit intervals using Equation 1. Let LA = Li (x, tA )
and LB = Li (x, tB ) be the incoming radiance for a shaded
interval A-B between times tA and tB . The effective radiance
incorporating the shutter function

L(x, tA , tB ) =

ZtB

tA



t − tA
S(t) LA + (LB − LA )
dt (9)
tB − tA

can be written as
L(x, tA , tB ) =

(tB LA − tA LB )∆S ′ + (LB − LA )∆S ′′
,
t B − tA

(10)

where

∆S

′

=

′

′

S (tB ) − S (tA ) =

ZtB

S(t) dt , and

(11)

tA

∆S ′′

=

S ′′ (tB ) − S ′′ (tA ) =

ZtB

t S(t) dt .

(12)

tA

Equation 10 can be computed quickly for any shutter function using lookup tables for S ′ (t) and S ′′ (t). For relatively simple shutter functions, the integrals in Equations 11
and 12 can be evaluated directly from a closed-form expression.

6

R ESULTS

We tested our implementation of time interval ray tracing
using a simple multi-threaded non-packetized CPU ray
tracer. The performance results are from a computer with
an Intel Core i7-5820K processor with 32GB RAM. Our
implementation relies on two flavors of BVH to accelerate
ray traversal. Rays with time intervals traverse through a

regular BVH built with prism triangles for each dynamic
object and pairs of keyframes separately, using a top-down
greedy builder based on SAH cost [24]. Rays with timestamps rely on an interpolating BVH [23], where each node
keeps track of one bounding box for the beginning and
one for the end of the motion, and are intersected with
the bounds interpolated at the timestamp. Motion blur is
not amplified unless otherwise specified (i.e. γ = 1; see
Section 4.3).
For anti-aliasing, we use adaptive subdivision sampling,
similar to a popular anti-aliasing sampler within the V-Ray
rendering software [42]. This anti-aliasing method strategically distributes primary ray samples to high-frequency
areas of the image and, for some scenes, produces highquality anti-aliasing with less than a single sample perpixel on average. Our implementation uses no texture filtering; therefore, our anti-aliasing method over-samples areas
with texture discontinuities, introducing some performance
penalty for our method in our tests.
Figures 4 and 5 show the scenes we used for performance
and quality comparisons. As expected, our time interval ray
tracing method produces noise-free visibility. Moreover, due
to our adaptive shading strategy, we eliminate noise in shading as well. Thus, with our method even a single sample
per pixel fully resolves the motion blur with no noise. To
resolve anti-aliasing with our method, extra samples perpixel can be allocated completely independently of time.
Therefore, parts of the images that correspond to fast motion
can be resolved using relatively few samples per pixel.
While adaptive anti-aliasing may reduce the total number
of primary rays, the render time does not necessarily scale
proportionally. This is because primary ray samples placed
near image discontinuities to resolve anti-aliasing can be
more expensive to compute than others, since they typically
visit more BVH nodes and test more triangles.
In comparison, stratified sampling produces a substantial amount of noise in time approximately equal to our
anti-aliased rendering results. This noise is visible in both
primary visibility and secondary effects like shadows. The
reference images are generated using a large number of
samples at a substantial computation cost, and they mostly
(but not fully, especially for large motion) resolve the noise.
The performance numbers in Figures 4 and 5 provide the
necessary information for comparing the cost of time interval ray tracing to time sampling. Comparing performance in
millions of rays per second (MRPS), we can see that our ray
traversal is several times more expensive for most scenes
(3× on average, excluding the Dragon-Sponza scene at
17×). On average, our time interval ray tracing method uses
4.8× more ray-box and 1.9× more ray-triangle intersection
tests than stratified sampling for all scenes but DragonSponza, which uses 28× and 2.8× more respectively. There
are a number of factors that increase the cost of a ray sample
with our method. First, the increase in triangle count and the
BVH size has a relatively minor impact. More importantly,
rays with timestamps merely find the first hit, but our rays
with time intervals find multiple hits and shade as many
intervals as necessary to resolve the motion (all shading
computation is included in the cost of each ray).
One important observation is that our method with
adaptive anti-aliasing substantially reduces the total num-
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Time Interval Ray Tracing (Ours)

Time Interval Ray Tracing

1 spp

equal-time

reference

1 spp

anti-aliased

Tri Tests/Ray
Box Tests/Ray
Shading Calls

1 spp
1.25 sec
4.83
6.04M
5.6
45.2
0.82M

12 spp
14.6 sec
4.96
72.5M
5.6
45.2
9.8M

1K spp
20.1 min
5.01
6.04B
5.6
45.2
819.9M

1 spp
4.98 sec
3.27
16.3M
3.0 + 11.6
22.5 + 24.9
3.4M

avg. 0.48 spp
14.25 sec
2.70
38.4M
2.7 + 14.5
20.5 + 35.7
8.2M

Render Time
MRPS
Total Rays
Tri Tests/Ray
Box Tests/Ray
Shading Calls

1 spp
1.2 sec
6.93
8.2M
2.0
27.4
2.1M

7 spp
8.1 sec
7.05
57.2M
2.0
27.4
14.5M

512 spp
9.7 min
7.15
4.2B
2.0
27.4
1.1B

1 spp
14.1 sec
3.59
50.7M
2.0 + 3.5
38.6 + 12.0
17.3M

avg. 0.15 spp
8.1 sec
3.20
26M
1.9 + 4.9
37.1 + 15.5
9.4M

Render Time
MRPS
Total Rays
Tri Tests/Ray
Box Tests/Ray
Shading Calls

1 spp
0.46 sec
6.82
3.1M
4.1
22.8
1.6M

21 spp
9.13 sec
7.16
65.3M
4.1
22.8
32.7M

1K spp
7.3 min
7.14
3.1B
4.1
22.8
1.56B

1 spp
3.10 sec
1.97
6.1M
5.6 + 18.8
28.2 + 28.4
4.5M

avg. 0.86 spp
9.14 sec
2.08
19.1M
8.2 + 13.2
43.2 + 21.1
16.2M

Helicopter

anti-aliased

Stratified Sampling

71K static & 5.8K dynamic faces
Render Time
9 keyframes
MRPS
240K prism triangles
Total Rays
1920 × 1080 resolution

Clothball

∆Lmin = 0.05
∆tmin = 0.04
∆tmax = 1

100K dynamic faces
4 keyframes
1.5M prism triangles
1920 × 1080 resolution

Slinky

∆Lmin = 0.05
∆tmin = 0.02
∆tmax = 0.1

40K dynamic faces
2 keyframes
197K prism triangles
1440 × 1080 resolution
∆Lmin = 0.05
∆tmin = 0.003
∆tmax = 0.2

Fig. 4. Comparison of our time interval ray tracing method to time sampling with interpolating BVHs using Monte-Carlo sampling stratified in time.
The number of intersection tests Tri Tests/Ray and Box Tests/Ray are provided as the sum of the values for time sample rays and interval rays.
MRPS stands for millions of rays per second.
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Time Interval Ray Tracing (Ours)

Time Interval Ray Tracing

1 spp

equal-time

reference

1 spp

anti-aliased

Render Time
MRPS
Total Rays
Tri Tests/Ray
Box Tests/Ray
Shading Calls

1 spp
1.25 sec
6.81
8.5M
2.19
20.98
2.1M

8 spp
4.8 sec
13.8
66.4M
0.87
9.58
16.6M

512 spp
5.06 min
14.0
4.25B
0.87
9.58
1.06B

1 spp
7.35 sec
2.65
19.5M
2.32 + 15.04
21.66 + 18.34
5.8M

avg. 0.08 spp
4.17 sec
2.64
11.0M
2.66 + 14.42
25.58 + 15.67
3.4M

Render Time
MRPS
Total Rays
Tri Tests/Ray
Box Tests/Ray
Shading Calls

1 spp
0.51 sec
3.04
1.6M
3.83
102.60
1.5M

27 spp
13.4 sec
3.14
42M
3.83
102.61
41.0M

512 spp
4.2 min
3.16
796.3M
3.83
102.61
778.9M

1 spp
9.05 sec
0.172
1.6M
0 + 108.58
0 + 284.13
44.8M

avg. 1.14 spp
13.6 sec
0.177
2.4M
0 + 108.13
0 + 296.77
77.9M

Horse

anti-aliased

Stratified Sampling

17K dynamic faces
2 keyframes
84K prism triangles
1920 × 1080 resolution

Dragon-Sponza

∆Lmin = 0.05
∆tmin = 0.05
∆tmax = 0.1

6M dynamic faces
2 keyframes
31M prism triangles
1440 × 1080 resolution
∆Lmin = 0.05
∆tmin = 0.002
∆tmax = 0.2

Fig. 5. Comparison of our time interval ray tracing method to time sampling with interpolating BVHs using Monte-Carlo sampling stratified in time.
The Dragon-Sponza scene features moving camera and pre-computed illumination stored in textures. The number of intersection tests Tri Tests/Ray
and Box Tests/Ray are provided as the sum of the values for time sample rays and interval rays. MRPS stands for millions of rays per second.

ber of shading calls. Our method can fully resolve motion
blur using only a fraction of the shader calls in most scenes,
as compared to stratified sampling with equal render time,
which fails to resolve motion blur. In fact, producing acceptably low-noise motion blur with stratified sampling requires
2 to 3 orders of magnitude more shading calls in most of our
tests (except for the Dragon-Sponza scene, which requires
only one order of magnitude more). Note that in our tests
we used very simple shaders with low computation cost.
However, in an actual production scene with expensive
shaders, the shading cost can often dominate the render
time [43]. Therefore, we would expect that time interval
ray tracing would provide a more significant savings in
render times for scenes with much more expensive shaders
typically used in production.
We also compare our time interval ray tracing method
to random parameter filtering (RPF) [30], an image-space
reconstruction technique that can produce smooth motion
blur from a noisy input sample set. RPF relies on the statistical dependency between random input parameters and ren-

dered output to apply an image-space, cross-bilateral filter
to remove noise. Figure 6 shows the comparison images for
the Slinky scene. We use stratified sampling with 20 spp as
the input for RPF. Although RPF is effective in determining
the location of the motion blur and filtering out the noise, it
causes over-blur and fails to reproduce the reference image
perfectly. Note that image-space filtering methods like RPF
can also be used with our method for filtering various types
of Monte Carlo sampling noise, though our method does
not produce any noise due to motion blur.
The render time of our method not only depends on
the scene but also the motion. Figure 7 shows the change
in render time with increasing camera motion. As can be
seen, slow motion is computed efficiently, but as the motion
gets faster, and thereby the edge triangles get elongated, the
efficiency of the BVH structure declines (and more shading
computations are introduced). It is interesting to note that
when more intermediate keyframes are introduced (with
identical overall motion), even though the triangle count
substantially increases, the render times can be shorter for
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Time Interval Ray Tracing (Ours)
anti-aliased

Ours
avg. 0.86 spp
9.14 sec

Stratified Sampling
1K spp
20 spp
7.3 min
9.48 sec

RPF
20 spp
13 min

Fig. 6. Comparison of our time interval ray tracing to stratified sampling, including reconstruction via random parameter filtering (RPF) [30]. RPF
uses the 20 spp stratified sampling image as input, and reconstruction takes 13 min.

Render Time (sec)

50
40
30
20

2 keyframes
3 keyframes
4 keyframes

10

Camera Motion (distance per frame)

0
0

3

6

9

12

15

Fig. 7. Render times for different camera motions with different numbers
of keyframes for the Dragon-Sponza scene.

fast motion. This shows that a BVH structure with splits [44]
can produce a more efficient acceleration structure and
would be particularly beneficial for our method.
Considering a dynamic object with F triangles and E
edges represented using two keyframes, computing motion
blur with time sampling produces 2F triangles. In our approach, we generate 2F +2E triangles, which is 5F triangles
for closed objects. Even though these extra triangles are
not stored, their indices are placed into the acceleration
structure and they are intersected against rays. Therefore,
the build time and the size of the acceleration data structure
scale roughly linearly (about 2.5× as compared to interpolating BVHs).
We demonstrate the effect of various shutter functions
in Figure 8. Notice that the shutter function also affects
secondary effects such as shadows. Our method can handle
any shutter function without any apparent performance
penalty, including numerically challenging ones, such as the
sharp peak that produces results similar to the photography
trick “second-curtain flash.”
This shutter function is also featured in Figure 9, showing the effect of amplified motion blur. Notice that the trail
behind the car is substantially more visible with amplified
motion blur. Figure 10 shows another amplified motion
blur example but using the instant shutter function with
the slinky animation. In this case, the shadows cast by the
slinky become substantially darker with amplified motion
blur, including the self-shadowing of moving parts.
A challenging case for our method is shown in Fig-

ure 11, including half a million prisms with highly elongated
triangles stretched half-way across the image. Therefore,
the BVH without splits provides an extremely poor space
partitioning for our method. On the other hand, this is a
trivial case for interpolating BVHs, since the motion is a
mere translation of the entire object. Therefore, stratified
sampling can render this scene with 1,500 spp within the
same two minutes it takes to render using our method, but
resolving the noise in the trail requires more than an order
of magnitude more rays.
Indeed, resolving the noise due to motion blur with
time sampling is highly challenging for high-dynamic-range
(HDR) rendering. Figure 12 shows an example where a
thrown lightsaber is moving across the image. This example requires an extremely large number of samples to
resolve motion blur using time sampling. In comparison,
our method quickly produces noise-free results.
Since our method is based on ray tracing, it can be used
directly with distribution ray tracing frameworks to compute indirect illumination or ambient occlusion. Figure 13
shows an example with ambient occlusion and glossy reflections where random ray samples generated during shading
are traced using time intervals. This way, the resulting
secondary effects include motion as well. The visible noise
in this image comes from Monte Carlo sampling of ambient
occlusion and glossy reflections.

7

D ISCUSSION

The idea of intersecting rays with volumetric prisms has
been explored in prior research, primarily in the context of
rasterization. Intersections with prisms also appear in other
contexts, such as computing caustic volumes using beamtracing [45], [46], [47]. Our main contribution in this work
is a framework to avoid costly volumetric intersections and
allow efficient motion blur computation using intersections
with merely stationary triangles stored in an ordinary acceleration structure without modifications to account for time.
The main advantage of time interval ray tracing is that
it eliminates sampling along time, thereby reducing the
dimensionality of rendering. This is particularly useful for
adaptive under-sampling methods used for anti-aliasing.
While such anti-aliasing approaches are very effective at
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(a) Rolling shutter, up

(b) Instant

(f) Rolling shutter, down

(g) Sharp peak

(c) Linear

(h) Wide linear

(d) Sinusoid

(i) Wide sinusoid

(e) Truncated Gaussian

(j) Oscillating

Fig. 8. This scene applies various shutter functions to a teapot moving left-to-right. Insets show the outline of each shutter function. Subfigures (a)
and (f) show the effect of a rolling shutter. Subfigures (b)-(d), (h) and (i) show typical shutters used in computer graphics. More artistically-driven
shutters can generate wildly varying effects, from (g) a sharp peak to (j) oscillating shutters.

Fig. 9. Amplified motion blur: (top) no amplification with γ = 1 and (bottom) amplification with γ = 2. The images were rendered using the sharp
peak shutter function in Figure 8g.

Fig. 10. Amplified motion blur: (left) no amplification with γ = 1 and
(right) amplification with γ = 3.

reducing the total number of primary rays without sacrificing image quality, they are only useful if each primary ray
sample returns a converged result. Therefore, they cannot
be paired with time-sampled motion blur.
On the other hand, if the rendering method already
generates a large number of rays per pixel (such as depth
of field sampling or traditional path tracing), simply assigning timestamps to each ray and changing the acceleration

structure accordingly can be good enough to resolve motion
blur with low noise. However, time interval ray tracing can
still be favorable for efficient path tracing implementations
that minimize the number of primary rays, but introduce
additional secondary rays (to avoid excessive shader calls).
Furthermore, time interval ray tracing is ideal for rendering
algorithms that aim to completely resolve each computed
sample, such as irradiance caching [48].
Like any sampling method that uses adaptive subdivision, our shading approach can miss changes within an
interval when the end points are similar. Figure 14 shows a
worst-case scenario for our method. In this scene, the mirror
on the left is stationary, so the reflections are properly resolved using reflection rays with time intervals. The mirror
on the right, however, is moving along its plane, such that
the reflections appear stationary in camera-space. Since the
mirror on the right is a dynamic object, the reflections are
handled using rays with timestamps. Thus, the motion blur
in this reflection is not computed with time interval ray
tracing, but with adaptive shading only. As a result, when
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Ours (6.5 sec)

Stratified 10K spp (20 min)

Stratified 55 spp (6.6 sec)

Fig. 11. A space ship coming out of warp speed, including half a million highly elongated prisms stretched half-way across the image. Model from
Ricky “MadMan1701A” Wallace (www.madshipyard.com).

Fig. 12. A lightsaber that moves across the image while rotating around
its center of mass. It is frozen in the air in the last quarter of the time
interval. There are 128 keyframes and the images include an imagespace bloom effect as a post-process, producing the glow around the
lightsaber.

both reflection rays originating at the two endpoints of the
hit interval miss the moving teapot or its shadow, the hit
interval is not subdivided and the motion is missed (circled
areas in Figure 14-left). Yet, such exceptional cases can be
easily resolved by subdividing all intervals that are longer

Fig. 13. Moving billiard balls rendered using our method with motionblurred ambient occlusion and glossy reflections.

than a user-defined threshold, regardless of the differences
between the end points, as shown in Figure 14-right.
Our assumptions allow us to aggressively simplify the
motion blur computation, but they do not impose additional
restrictions on the types of motion that can be represented
properly. Similar to virtually all motion blur algorithms,
handling non-linear motion and rotation requires additional
keyframes. If an insufficient number of keyframes is provided, the surface of the triangulated prism (Figure 2b)
can substantially deviate from the actual prism (Figure 2a)
and lead to incorrect intervals. To demonstrate this, we
prepared an extreme example, where a triangle is both
substantially rotated and translated, shown in Figure 15.
Notice that in this example our triangulated prism produces
incorrect visibility with few keyframes, as compared to the
reference generated using time sampling. This is because
the triangulation of the bilinear patches forming the sides
of the prism does not have enough resolution to properly
approximate the shapes of the bilinear patches.
As a solution, we can compute the intersections with
the prism by directly using the bilinear patches [40], which
produces results identical to the reference, as it completely
eliminates our Assumption 4. In Figure 16, we show more
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Fig. 14. A moving teapot reflecting in two mirrors: the left one is stationary and the right one is moving downward. The moving mirror provides
a difficult case for our method because the reflection is stationary in camera-space but must be resolved by adaptive shading using discrete
timestamps (left). Enforcing subdivision for hit intervals that are longer than a user-defined threshold ∆tmax fixes the artifacts (right).

examples from our stress test with extremely deformed
prisms, which are uncommon in typical scenes. Notice that
using bilinear patches, our method produces results virtually identical to the stratified sampling reference. Triangulation (using Assumption 4) fails to match the outcome of the
reference images, but the inaccuracies it produces would be
extremely difficult to notice in a scene even if such an extreme deformation exits. Regardless, none of these methods
(including the stratified sampling reference) can handle such
extreme deformations correctly without introducing more
keyframes to properly represent rotational motion, which
would also eliminate the extreme deformation of the prisms.
In practice, however, such extreme motions are unlikely
to take place within a single frame of an animation. When
the deformation of the bilinear patch is not as extreme,
our triangulation provides a good approximation, as evident in our test results including numerous faces that go
through non-linear motion (the slinky, helicopter, clothball, and horse scenes). To evaluate the effect of triangulation (Assumption 4) we use mean structural similarity
(MSSIM) [49] that provides a localized perceptual error
metric. Generally, MSSIM values above 0.97 − 0.99 indicate
images that are visually indistinguishable. In our tests, we
found that the MSSIM values comparing results with and
without Assumption 4 for every example in Figures 4 and 5
are above 0.999. This indicates that triangulation is indeed
an acceptable assumption in practice.
An application of our method that would like to handle
extreme motion, as in Figure 15, can use either higherresolution triangulations or ray intersections directly with
the bilinear patches. Although excluded from our implementation, it is also possible to automatically detect the
triangulation error (Equation 8) and use higher-resolution
triangulation or bilinear patches only for some edges in the
scene, eliminating any potential error due to Assumption 4.
On the other hand, we found no evidence that any
visible artifacts are linked to our Assumption 3, which
allows calculating the hit point data by interpolating the
two end points of an interval. In fact, the error introduced
by this assumption is correlated to the resolution of the
moving object, and the related triangulation error exists for
all rendering algorithms that use triangles.

Our time interval ray tracing method can produce motion blur due to camera motion by treating all objects as
dynamic, since they are dynamic in camera-space (as in
Figure 5, Dragon-Sponza). However, when it comes to animated lights, our method must also rely on time sampling
to compute blur in shadows and shading from these lights.
Similarly, we cannot handle blur due to the changes of the
internal camera parameters (such as field of view) without
sampling them.

8

C ONCLUSION

We have introduced an efficient method for ray tracing
using time intervals to produce noise-free motion blur for
both primary and secondary rays. Most significantly, our
simplifying assumptions reduce the problem of motion blur
computation to ray intersections with stationary triangles,
which permits using any traditional acceleration structure
without modifications to account for the notion of time.
We have also described an adaptive shading strategy for
shading dynamic hit intervals, a mathematical framework
for incorporating any shutter function, and a simple modification for amplifying the visibility of dynamic objects for
artistic purposes. By separating the time dimension from
sampling, we have shown that our method can effectively
use adaptive under-sampling for anti-aliasing. Our time
interval ray tracing approach can produce high-quality images with minimal primary rays and a reduced number of
shading calls for a variety of animations, including objects
undergoing rapid deformations.
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Fig. 15. A triangle rotating clockwise and moving into the page shows
a possible worst-case scenario for triangulating prism sides: (top) reference using time sampling, (middle) time interval ray tracing using
bilinear patches to avoid the triangulation in Assumption 4, and (bottom)
time interval ray tracing using triangulated bilinear patches based on
Assumption 4. In this case, the error in triangulating the prism sides
introduces incorrect visibility with our method due to Assumption 4.
This problem is mitigated by introducing additional keyframes, which is
already necessary to properly resolve the motion.
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